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Abstract

Due to the dynamic pattern of bus travels, the transport bodies are always
faced with decisions about the frequencies of services to be provided on a
given route and the corresponding bus size. Länstrafiken is a body charged
with the coordination and development of public transportation solutions
in Örebro county. Örebro is the 7th biggest town in Sweden, its strategic
location makes it an attractive location for business implying a big number of
jobs. Nethouse, a private firm which cooperates with Länstrafiken, provided
the data set used in the study. The three kinds of information in the data
set include; information about the buses, weather season and "working" and
"not working" day.

This thesis employs machine learning tools to model the daily passenger
demand for buses in Örebro city at the route level. More especially, we aim
at employing the decision trees and random forest method to explore the
patterns and networks in the the bus data. The prediction performance of
Random Forest was compared to that of a single tree, the random Forest
turned out better for all bus routes. Therefore the thesis proceeded further
with construction and enhancement of a random forest.

The Random forest results suggested some interesting results. A typical
commuting bus route can have a better demand model with exclusion of
"working" or "non-working day" variable. The final models were used ot
predict the hourly demand for buses along all routes. There is a wide range
of other things that can be done when modelling the demand for buses,
for example, study the hourly demand during the peak hours, considering
the direction taken by a passenger, add more independent variables to the
model, try other enhancing techniques and last but not least, compare the
performance of random forest to other machine learning tools.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Individuals’ bus travel patterns are dynamic due to factors such as weather,
day of the week, time of the day, age and the reason for travelling. Some
reasons for travelling, such as going to work, school etc are on a daily basis.
On the other hand, activities such as shopping and recreation are not done
on a daily basis. Bhat et al. (2005) points out that non regular activities,
like shopping and recreation generally have more day to day variability than
commuting and schooling activities that are conducted on a daily basis. Due
to the dynamic pattern of bus travels, the transport bodies are always faced
with decisions about the frequencies of services to be provided on a given
route and the corresponding bus size. These are inevitable decisions regard-
less of a relatively stable bus route structure in a region (Dharmowijoyo et al.,
2015). The understanding of travellers’ behaviours under different scenarios
can be aided by modelling the demand for buses. Furthermore, the whole
process of modelling is made easier with the availability of data on the dif-
ferent scenarios that influence demand for buses such as weather, age, time
of the day etc.

Länstrafiken is equally owned by the Örebro county government and the
different municipalities that make up Örebro. It is charged with the coordi-
nation and development of public transportation solutions in Örebro county.
Örebro is the 7th biggest town in Sweden, its strategic location makes it an
attractive location for business implying a big number of jobs. In addition to
this, the town has 40 municipal compulsory schools, 15 independent schools
and a university whose students often use bus services. The main focus of
Länstrafiken is to meet the needs of these Students and commuters because
they place the greatest demands on public transportation. Since Länstrafiken
neither owns buses nor employs bus drivers of its own, it procures contracts
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with several bus companies which operate in different municipalities. The
bus companies with current contracts include; Weidermans Buss that op-
erates in Askersund, Kumla and Lax municipality; Nobina AB that is in
charge of Hällefors, Nora and Örebro municipality; Buss i Väst which is con-
tracted for Lindsberg and Karlskoga municipality; and lastly Busslink AB in
Odensbaken municipality.

In November 2014, the introduction of smart card payment system for bus
travels in Örebro County saw a genesis of a more accessible collection of data.
According to Länstrafiken (2016), which is the body in-charge of transporta-
tion in the county, about 11.2 million trips were made in 2015. A large data
set of bus trips made by passengers is key to model building that aims at
providing better services and better planning. It is however a challenge to
derive insights and actionable intelligence from this data. Nethouse is a pri-
vate owned company responsible for managing the bus travel data on behalf
of Länstrafiken. This thesis is motivated by the need to inform Länstrafiken
how statistical machine learning algorithms can be used to explore data and
model the daily passenger demand for buses eventually assisting in better
planning of the bus transport.

Companies that use large data driven decision making are 5% more produc-
tive and 6% more profitable than their counterparts that do not use large
data sets. The availability of a large data assists managers with knowledge
that can be used to improve performance, for instance, through making bet-
ter predictions as well as assisting them in smarter decision making. In this
current age of big data, it is now possible for managers to measure more pre-
cisely and know more about their businesses. For that reason, large data sets
should be intelligently analysed and explored for possible patterns. Analysis
and exploration for patterns in large data sets can be done using machine
learning techniques based on statistical methods (McAfee et al., 2012; Wit-
ten and Frank, 2005). Management can be improved with the help of big
data by identifying new businesses and driving more sales. One way of doing
this is studying data patterns to obtain new insights, for instance, track cus-
tomers’ preferences based on certain factors like weather, prices of the goods
or service, income.

The goal of this study is "To assist Länstrafiken better understand the trav-
ellers’s behaviour patterns and predict the hourly demand for buses in Örebro
city". This will not only lead to better management of the bus operations
but also improve decision making that can lead to cost effective operations.

In Sweden, a subsidy through hidden tax is reflected by companies competing
for public tenders by submitting prices total prices they expect to cover their
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costs of operation. Länstrafiken receives all ticket profits, pays the companies
a fixed price as quoted in the tenders. The payment to the bus operators are
higher than the ticket income. One of the source of hope for these companies
is the possible gain from the economies of scale and scope. It is custom for
these companies to expect low rates of return but they are also aware of the
fact that low profitability leads to failure to fulfil the contract conditions
(Alexandersson et al., 1998).

A total of 214 buses are operated along 40 bus routes with 2400 bus stops
on the streets and roads of Örebro. All these buses are operated with losses
because of the subsidised trip fares and these losses are covered by the county
taxes. Länstrafiken is mandated to ensure that the supply for buses meets the
demand and on the other hand, just like any other business, the contracted
bus companies need to realise a profit for consistent or better service delivery.
This can be achieved by careful traffic planning and cost control operations.

The results of this study would give insights on how different factors influence
the number of people on a given bus route, and how machine learning algo-
rithms can be used to predict hourly demand for buses. Some of the factors
to be considered are the day of the week, weather season and the different
customer types. This information is useful when making decisions about the
size of the buses on a given route. Different time frames can be considered,
for example, the day or more specifically a given period of the day. The idea
is that small size buses have less maintenance costs than larger buses. Fur-
thermore Länstrafiken can use the information to decide the frequency on a
given route considering the different factors. Such decision may come in the
form of reducing the number of trips in a given time period and increasing
the trips done by a bus in another time period.

This thesis employs machine learning tools to model the daily passenger de-
mand for buses in Örebro city at the route level. More especially, we aim
at employing the decision trees and random forest method to explore the
patterns and networks in the the bus data. Random forest is a statistical
machine learning approach developed by Breiman (2001) who also points
out it’s better performance compared to other methods like support vector
machines, neural networks and discriminant analysis. In addition, another
reason reason for choosing random forest is its simplicity in terms of applica-
tion. The main aim is to model the hourly demand for buses by route. This
would in turn assist in explaining how the independent features like weather
seasons, time of the day, type of the day (whether it is a working day or not)
and different types of customers can affect the number of people travelling
along a given bus route on a given day. The random forests could also be
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used to make predictions when supplied with input variables.

The rest of the thesis is organised in the following order. The second chap-
ter presents the relevant existing literature about the factors that affect the
demand for buses and the previous studies related to modelling demand for
buses. More details about the random forest method as well as its disad-
vantages and advantages over the other methods follow in Chapter three.
Chapter four gives a description of the data set used in the study, this is fol-
lowed by the data analysis and results in chapter five. Finally, the conclusion
and discussion of obtained results are reported in the sixth section.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This section presents some of the existing literature related to the modelling
the passenger demand for buses. This has been grouped into the factors that
affect the demand for buses and the previously used models to understand
demand data.

2.1 Factors that affect demand for buses

Some of the literature about the demand for buses focuses on the factors that
explain the number of passengers using buses. Others focus on the factors
that can cause a change in demand for buses. Although the two categories
could overlap, this study focuses more on those studies that explain the
number of passengers on a given bus route.

The demand for buses is affected by spatial factors like the population density
of a region, diversity, accessibility to the destination, the distance to the
transit point, the characteristics of the area, for example whether it is an
industrial area. In densely populated areas, people generally make more
public transport trips by than those with low density. People can easily walk
or cycle to their destinations given short distances and this negatively affects
the demand for buses. A certain combination of residents and type of jobs in
an area could reduce or increase vehicle trips. Although it is hard to obtain
this exact combination, development of different demand models could guide
in assessing the different combinations (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997).

Accessibility of the destinations like workplaces, parks and shopping malls
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from a given bus stop can also help explain the number of passengers on a
given bus route (Dannenberg et al., 2011). On the other hand, for a given
bus route, people are more likely to use the closest bus stop. Therefore routes
that access densely populated areas or areas with high activities would at-
tract more people. Spatial factors are not included in this study due to
unavailability of the variables in the data set.

Age is believed to largely influence the demand for buses, the elderly peo-
ple (65+ years of age) do not take the bus as often as other people, like
commuters, school children and university students. Balcombe et al. (2004)
suggest that car ownership has an effect on the demand for buses. Their
study was based in the United Kingdom and concluded that the people that
own cars are 66% less likely to take the bus. This is also supported by Taylor
et al. (2009) who concluded that the demand for bus transport is influenced
by the number of households without cars. The number of people who own
cars and bicycles in Örebro city also pose competition to bus demand.

Taylor et al. (2009) analysed the determinants of transit rider-ship across US
urbanised areas and found that the number of passengers is largely influenced
by the different price levels of a bus service. This aspect is included in this
study to asses how the different ticket types in Örebro city affect the daily
demand for buses.

Another factor that affects demand for buses is "the reason why people
travel". People usually travel to workplaces, schools, work, shopping or even
recreation centres. This information is easily not obtained from the available
data sets but the number of commuters and school enrolments in the region
could be used to obtain this effect. Some of the factors considered when
studying bus demand but will not be included in this study include; the need
to change to a new bus route, the distance between the passenger’s origin and
the boarding stop, the distance between the final destination and the stop
where one gets off the bus. The extent to which transit influences the demand
for buses depends on how much time passengers have to wait before taking
the next bus, interchanging buses is generally not liked by many passengers
especially if the transfer time is long but there is a compromise based on the
travel distance; transits are more preferred during longer journeys than short
ones (Balcombe et al., 2004; Wardman, 2001).

Existing literature suggests several factors that can explain demand but not
all can be included in this thesis due to unavailability of the data and/or
insufficient relevance in the case of the study area.
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2.2 Modelling demand

The study of machine learning continuously produces fundamental statisti-
cal/and computational theories about learning processes, this combined with
a growing volumes of collected data makes it easier to study data patterns.
The early statistics models are a basis for machine learning models like Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM), decision trees, ridge regression and others.
There is rich literature about how machine learning techniques can be used
with statistical models to solve both classification and regression problems
(see for example, James et al. (2013); Friedman et al. (2001) and references
there in).

Xu et al. (2015) used several machine learning models to forecast the demand
for taxis and selected the best model after examining the overall forecasting
performance of each model using an evaluation metric. Taxi demand pat-
terns are sensitive to factors like date, weather, time, events among others,
implying that the best selected model is liable to change from time to time.
They applied range searching techniques to the taxi data before applying
machine learning algorithms to regression problems and later developed a
5-phase ensemble estimator with the aim of making different models work
together and improve the forecasting accuracy. Ensemble learning is an ad-
vanced approach that combines results from multiple learners and provides
a summarized result, this is evident in their findings where the multi model
ensemble estimators performed better than the single models.

The performance of different machine learning approaches is crucial when se-
lecting the right one for a given data set. Kang (2015) studies a range of ma-
chine learning approaches to predict the hourly demand of bicycles. Among
the four considered approaches (Ridge regression, Gradient boosting, Sup-
port Vector Regression and Random forests), better prediction results were
produced by random forest and Gradient boosting. Systematic experiments
on model refinements and feature engineering were carried out to improve the
predictions. It was also noted that reduction in cross validation errors did
not always lead to an expected reduction in the test set errors and this could
have been due to the fact that the data set was not a random sample and
over fitting which is common in machine learning approaches like random
forests.

Kang (2015) used trip history data from January 2010 to December 2012
with variables; date time, season, holiday (dummy variable), working day
(dummy variable), weather, temperature, humidity, wind speed, and the
total number of people for registered and non-registered users. Although the
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variables considered in may differ, this study is very similar to the one in
this thesis because it also aims at modelling hourly demand using machine
learning tools.

Some literature does not specifically focus on demand for buses, but on mod-
elling demand for other sectors like tourism and electricity. Lin and Lee
(2013) used monthly data of tourists in Taiwan and econometric models to
model the tourism demand. They applied Multiplicative Adaptive Regression
Splines (MARS), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and SVM which were also
used to make forecasts. The forecasting accuracy comparison of the three
models saw SVM as the optimal model.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

There exists a wide range of models that can be used to model and to pre-
dict demand. The classical methods for modelling demand include regression
based models on the economic demand theory. For example, Time-series
analysis like, Auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) that in-
volves decomposing demand time-series into long term trends, seasonal and
cyclical variations is one of the quantitative forecasting methods. The Au-
toregressive (AR) models are based solely on the past demand values and
do not put into consideration the casual factors like weather, holidays and
customer types that could affect the demand.

This thesis applies another regression based method called the Random For-
est to model the demand for buses. Random Forest is a non-linear statistical
learning approach based on stratifying the predictor space into a number of
simple regions with the help of decision trees. Decision trees are a good tool
to explore big data sets and making predictions. The decision trees are gen-
erally of two types; the regression trees which are used to predict quantitative
variables and classification trees which are used for qualitative variables.

3.1 Regression Trees

Trees stratify the variables into different regions of the predictor space. The
decision trees are ideally trees drawn upside down with regions known as
terminal nodes or trees at the bottom. The predictor space is split at points
along the trees called internal nodes and the different nodes are connected by
segments known as branches. Regression trees are grown by recursive binary
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splitting (top-down greedy approach) that begins from a point at the top
where all observations belong to a single region and the predictor space is
successively split. This approach is greedy because it performs the best split
at the current step of building the tree without considering the future steps
James et al. (2013). Regression trees assume a model;

f(x) =
M∑

m=1
cm · IX∈Rm (3.1)

where;
M is the number of strata from the whole dataset
R1 . . . RM are disjoint partitions/strata of feature space.
cm are constants
IX∈Rm is an indicator set for a given feature space

The set of possible values of variables X1,X2, . . . ,XP is used to divide the
predictor space into non overlapping regions R1,R2, . . . ,RJ . The mean of the
response values for all training observations in region Rj is used to make the
same prediction for every observation that falls in that same region. These
regions can theoretically be of any shape but high dimensional rectangles
are used for simplicity and ease of interpretation of the predictive model.
Obtaining these rectangles is done with the aim of minimising the Residual
Sum of Squares (RSS) given by

J∑
j=1

∑
i∈RJ

(yi − ŷRj
)2 , (3.2)

where ŷRj
is the mean response for the training observation within the jth

rectangle/strata. A cut off point S is used to split the predictor space into
regions based on the selected predictor Xj such that RSS is minimised. Take
an example for a pair of half regions, for all predictors X1,X2, . . . ,XP and
all possible values of cut off point given S, choose the predictor and cut off
point that minimise the RSS

R1(j,s) = {X | Xj < S} and R2(j,s) = {X | Xj ≥ S}
s.tmin

rtj&S

∑
i:xi∈R1(j,S)

(yi − ŷR1)2 +
∑

i:xi∈R2(j,S)
(yi − ŷR2)2 (3.3)

where j is unit in the data and ŷRj
is the mean response for the training

observation with in the jth region. In order to split the data further, the
process of looking for the best predictor is repeatedly done while minimising
the RSS with in each obtained region. Further splitting is done on one of the
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already obtained regions until a stop criteria is reached. for example, we may
stop splitting when none of the regions contains less than 10 observations.

Despite its simplicity compared to other methods and popularity in applica-
tion, regression trees has a few drawbacks. Such as the fact that very many
splits could lead to a complex tree hence poor performance on the test data
set due to over fitting of the trial data set. A smaller tree can lead to simpler
interpretation and low variance but at the cost of some bias. However, one
way to deal with this issue is to grow a large tree T0 and cost complexity
pruning is done to get a sub-tree with the minimum test error rate.

Cost complexity pruning considers a sequence of trees indexed by a non
negative tuning parameter α. Each tuning parameter corresponds to a sub
tree T ⊂ T0 such that

|J |∑
m=1

∑
i:xi∈Rm

(yi − ŷRm)2 + α · |T | (3.4)

is as small as possible.

where |T | is the number of terminal nodes of tree T
Rm is the subset of the predictor space corresponding to the mth terminal
node
ŷRm is the predicted response associated with Rm .
The equation measures the training error when α = 0 and T = T0.

Some of the advantages of trees over other regression and classical approaches
are; they are easier to explain to people, they are believed to more closely
mirror human decision making, they can be displayed graphically and also
be easily interpreted. The predictive performance of trees can be improved
compared to other regression and classification approaches by using meth-
ods like bagging, random forests and boosting that aggregate many decision
trees. This thesis applies random forests methods since it performs generally
better than bagging and also easier to apply compared to boosting (Breiman,
2001; James et al., 2013).
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3.2 Random Forests

Random forests use bootstrapped training samples to grow a number of deci-
sion trees. At every considered split, a fresh random sample of m predictors
from a full set of p predictors is selected as candidates to carry out a split
from which a single predictor is used. Breiman (2001) suggested m ≈ √p.
This means that most of the trees will use an existing strong predictor in the
top split making them highly correlated because they look quite similar. A
group of highly correlated trees hinders a large reduction in variance.

Random forests deal with the high correlation by decorrelating the trees
where each split is forced to consider only a sub set of the predictors. This
process ensures that an average of (p −m)/p of the splits will not consider
the strong predictor producing less variable and more reliable trees. A good
random forest prediction is based on selection of an appropriate m and suffi-
cient number of bootstrapped trees. A large number of correlated predictors
can be countered by a small value of m (James et al., 2013).
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Chapter 4

Data

This chapter presents details about the data, data sources and data prepara-
tion. A computer software known as Microsoft SQL is used to store, extract,
trim and aggregate the data. Issues encountered in the data set preparation
process and the corresponding solutions are also presented here. After data
preparation, the chapter concludes with the exploration and the visualisation
of variable relationships and intuitive patterns using R studio.

4.1 Preparation of the data

The main objective of this study is to model how many people use a given
bus route during a given time of the day, based on certain conditions such
as the weather season, working day and the user type. The initial part of
the task is to identify and obtain a data set of factors that influence the
behaviour of bus travellers.

The data used in the study contains three kinds of information which include
information about the buses, weather season and "working" and "not working"
day. Nethouse, a private firm which cooperates with Länstrafiken, provided
the required data set. The information is combined from two sources, the
first is the Rebus system which contains all routes, zones, bus stops, time
tables etc. The second data source is Atris which is a ticketing system. Atris
data includes features like date/time, ticket type, card number and number
of travels. The date in Atris was used to generate the weather season variable
based on the week number in the year (see Table A.1).
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The different tables in the data base are obtained using Microsoft SQL Server

Variable Data type Description

CheckInDateTime string Timestamp for the travel. Time
and date eg. 1/1/2015 00:01:30

RouteNumber Numeric

The route number. City traffic is
generally showed to the public
without the first digits, e.g. route
106 is route 6

RouteDisplay Character The name of the route. Consists of route
number + direction.

StartStopId Numeric ID-number of the stop. A travel
originated at the recorded stops

StartZonId Numeric ID of the zone for the stop
TicketTypeName Character The ticket type

Ticket Group Character

A category derived from the ticket type.
E.g 31-dagars, årsbiljett, Enkelbiljett,
Färdtjänst, Förköpt resa, Grundskolebiljett,
Gymnasiebiljett, Landstingsbiljett

TicketAgeCategory Character A category for age derived from
the ticket type. E.g 7-19 år, Familj, Vuxen

TicketModel Character

Used to distinguish between paper and
card tickets. Paper is usually non-card ticket,
not necessary physical tickets This
includes 45,000 unknowns .1=Card,
2=None, 3=Paper

Numberof Travellers Numeric Number of travellers on the ticket
WorkingDay Character No= not a working day, Yes=working day
DayName Character The day of the week. Monday to Sunday

TimePeriod Character
Obtained from the Time stamp. 1=Morning,
2=Beforemidday,3=Lunch, 4=Aftermidday,
5=Evenning,6=Night

Season Character 1=Winter, 2=Spring, 3=Summer, 4= Autumn
YearWeekNumber Character The cumulative number of week for the year

Table 4.1: Description of the raw data variables

and total of 27 variables are extracted. This data set is reduced to 15 vari-
ables based on their importance and relevance to the study. The dropped
variables include a unique transaction id, card number(it is considered highly
private), driver id and vehicle number, among others. Table 4.1 presents a
brief description of the dependent and independent variables selected from
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the raw data set. The data set in its raw form provides information for each
travel from January 2015 to March 2016. The travels are recorded at minute
level. Since this study focuses on hourly demand for buses, the data is ag-
gregated based on the hour when the trip was taken, producing the total
number of trips in that hour. The working day feature is generated based on
whether a certain day was a working day or not. The holidays are considered
non-working days and so is Sunday and Saturday.
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Figure 4.1: The number of travels by Ticket Route

The study considers only a sub section of the data on 13 intra city bus routes
in Örebro. Table A.2 presents these study route numbers and their associated
route names. From Figure 4.1, the most used routes based on the number
of travels made are 102, 103 and 105 respectively while the routes with the
least travels are 120, 121 and 120 respectively. Routes 101-108 are designated
main city routes and the others are also designated as city routes but with
no main prefix. Route 120 is an express route from the train station to the
university, operated only on working days in the mornings and afternoons.
Route 121 operated from the city centre to an industrial area only on working
days(5am to 6pm). Route 122 is a normal city route an runs every day, this
explains why it has more travels than routes 120 and 121.
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Tables A.3 and A.4 give the descriptions of 8 ticket groups and 3 ticket age
categories respectively, these are derived from the different ticket types. The
ticket groups and ticket age groups Annat, NA and NULL are not considered
in this study. These ticket types NA and NULL can arise due to many
reasons, such as broken cards and cards used while training drivers. Because
of these reasons, they are excluded from the study dataset.
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Figure 4.2: The number of trips by Ticket group

As shown in Figure 4.2, the largest proportion of the travels are done using
single tickets(enkelbiljet). These single tickets are valid for unlimited number
of travels with the city buses during the first three hours. Travels done
with the monthly tickets which are valid for 31 days have the second largest
proportion of the total bus trips. The annual(Årsbiljett) ticket group has the
least number of trips. Figure 4.3 shows that the 7-19 år ticket age category
has less travels than the vuxen ticket age category.

The 24 hours in a day are divided into 6 time periods to give a more general
view of the demand for buses. Table A.5 gives a brief description of the used
time periods. Figure 4.4 shows that most travels are done between 1:00pm
and 5:00pm, as represented by time period "Eftermiddag" ( also see Figure
4.8). This could be because this is the time period when most commuters
go back home and also casual travellers like shoppers travel most during this
time. Few travels are done in the night(11:00pm to 05:00am). On normal
days, most bus routes do not work after 02:00am and by 11:00pm, most
passengers are back to where they want to be for the rest of the day.

After splitting the check in date-time stamp into the date and hour, a target
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Figure 4.3: The number of trips by Ticket Age Category
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Figure 4.4: The number of trips by Time Period

data set was generated. This data set is suitable for both variable data
exploration and modelling the hourly demand for buses. The factors included
in the target table include are presented in Table A.6
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4.2 Data Exploration

The total hourly demand of buses irrespective of the different bus routes, has
a distribution similar to the right hand side of a standard normal distribu-
tion. This is because the total demand only takes on positive values and the
numbers are more spread on the high side, implying more high numbers of
hourly demand with outliers of 120 or more trips. All the days record simi-
lar distribution of travels less than 10 people (accounting for above 120,000
trips). On the other hand, the days also have similar distributions for the
total number of hourly demand above 120 except for Saturday and Sunday.
The total number of travels on Sundays is always less than 150, Saturday has
very few instances when the hourly demand is 160 or more. This is presented
in Figure 4.5 and figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of the hourly demand for buses irrespective of
the bus routes
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Figure 4.6: The daily distribution of the hourly demand for below 10 and
above 120
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Figure 4.7: The daily distribution of the daily demand and demand for "work-
ing" and "non-working" days
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Figure 4.7 shows that most outliers of hourly demand are experienced from
Monday to Fridays and this also agrees with the conclusion from Figure 4.6.
These outliers could imply the different peak hours and characteristics of a
given day. This distribution and observation does not only support the idea
of dynamic demand for buses on an hourly basis, but also suggests that the
day name would be a good feature to consider when explaining the demand
for buses in Örebro city.

Considering the day of the week, there is little variation in total hourly
demand for all the days except Saturday and Sunday. Both Sunday and
Saturday are non-working days. Since passengers travel more on working
days than non-working days, this pattern introduces questions like "what
other factors make the demand for buses on Monday and Sunday different?".
This can be done by further exploration of bus demand on a typical working
day like Monday and a typical non/working day like Sunday.

From Figure 4.8 ,the peak hours for bus demand are between 7:00am to
5:00pm, this is because most people start travelling at 7:00am and return
home between 3:00pm and 5:00pm. This pattern can also easily be seen
when the hours are grouped into time periods, there are a few travels in the
night time.
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Figure 4.8: The demand by hour and time period
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Figure 4.9: The demand according to weather and month

Figure 4.9 shows the passenger variation in demand during the different
weather seasons and according to months. When it comes to the weather
seasons, people use buses least during summer season especially in July. The
weather conditions in the summer are more favourable, and this is when most
people have vacations from their work and school. There is some variation
in the typical summer months of June, July and August. The demand for
buses rises when the temperature changes and becomes colder in Autumn
and later in winter. The months from September through to March exhibit
a relatively higher demand for buses. People tend to use buses less as spring
sets in due to warmer weather that is favourable for cycling and taking walks.
This pattern also suggests that the weather season and the months could be
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useful in modelling demand for buses.

To explore the data further, more factors can be jointly considered at. Any
obvious difference between plots for comparative groups influences further
investigation. Figure 4.10 shows that the hourly demand for buses varies
for the different ticket groups. Årsbiljett ticket group has the least travels
per hour compared to the other tickets. The passengers with 31-days tickets
make travels during all the hours which is not the case for other ticket groups.
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Figure 4.10: The demand of different ticket groups by hour

In addition to that, the 31-day ticket group also has the most passengers
between 6:00am and 7:00am. With out considering the peaks(outliers) the
gymnasiebiljett ticket group dominates the hourly demand between 7:00am
and 05:00pm. The peak time for most of the passengers under the different
ticket groups is 7:00am to 8:00am and the biggest portion of this number
is those with the enkelbiljett ticket group. It is good to note that the dif-
fernt ticket groups have different peaks; 31-days(7:00am-8:00am and 2:00pm-
5:00pm), årsbiljet (7:00am-8:00am), gymnasiebiljett (7:00am-10:00am and
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2:00am-5:00pm), grundskolebiljet(7:00am-8:00am and 2:00pm-4:00pm).
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Figure 4.11: The comaprison of Sunday and Monday bus demand of 31-
dagars and Enkelbiljett ticket groups by hour

In Figure 4.11, ticket groups 31-days and enkelbiljett have similar hourly de-
mand patterns on both Monday and Sunday (irrespective of whether moday
is a workingday or not). Both 31-days and enkelbiljet ticket groups have
no travles on Mondays from 1:00am to 5:00am while on Sundays it is be-
tween 4:00am to 5:00am. The zero travels during given times is associated
to the schedules of the buses. Enkelbiljett generally has more hourly bus de-
mand than 31-days ticket group for Sunday, the reverse is true for monday.
This also shows that although these two days have slightly different hourly
demands, they have similar demand patterns.
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Figure 4.12 shows that there is variation in the hourly demand between 7-19
år and Vuxen ticket age category. The 7-19 år ticket age category has most of
its travels recorded from 7:00am-9am and 2:00pm-5:00pm but do not travel
between 4:00-5:00am. Most bus routes do not have trips between 4:00am-
5:00am. Amongst the ticket age categories, most hourly travels are done by
the old(vuxen) passengers who are 20 years and older, they also travel most
betweem 6:00am and 6:00pm.
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Figure 4.12: The hourly demand of 7-19 år and Vuxen ticket age categories
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Figure 4.13 considers the hourly demand for the 7-19 år and Vuxen ticket
age categories on Monday and Sunday as done for the ticket groups in Figure
4.11. Passengers under the 7-19 år and Vuxen ticket age categories gener-
ally exhibit different hourly demand patterns for Mondays, the same can be
said for Sundays. It is good to note the longer peak for vuxen age cate-
gory (6:00am-5:00pm) than the 7-19 ticket age category(7:00am-9:00am and
2:00pm-5:00pm) on Mondays. The 7-19 years ticket age category has no
travels on Mondays between 1:00am and 5:00am while no travles between
4:00am and 5:00am on Sundays. Most passengers under this ticket age cate-
gory are in the school going age, hence the difference is mostly attributed to
the next day of the week being a school day. Although the vuxen ticket age
category also has no travels during similar times on the respective days, it
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Figure 4.13: The comaprison of Sunday and Monday hourly demand for
buses for 7-19 år and Vuxen ticket Age categories
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makes more travels than the 7-19 years ticket age category for both Sundays
and Mondays.

Despite the fact that the four weather seasons have the same peak times
(7:00am to 8:00am and 2:00pm to 5:00pm) for bus demand, they generally
have different demand amounts per hour. Due to the possibility of more
leisure travels during the summer, there are less pronounced peaks than the
other weather seasons. This can be observed in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The hourly demand for buses by season
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Figure 4.15: The hourly demand for buses by season
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Following the aim of the study, the passenger demand for buses has to be
studied at the route level(Figure 4.15). Bus routes 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110 and 122 have bus demand peaks from 7:00am to 8:00am
and 2:00pm to 5:00pm. The demand trend for all route shows a low between
the two peaks from 10:00am to 11:00am. A different demand pattern is
observed for bus routes 120 and 121 which have peaks in bus demand from
7:00am to 10:00am, 2:00pm to 6:00pm and 6:00am to 7:00am, 4:00pm to
5:00pm respectively. Routes 120 and 121 are examples of typical routes used
by commuters while routes 101 and 102 exhibit less commuting behaviour.

These patterns trigger several questions, for example, whether it is more
significant to look at the route by route demand, or does simply studying the
the total demand irrespective if the bus routes give a sufficient understanding
of the demand for buses in Örebro city. What about monthly variations?
Has weather got any impact? Is it insightful to look into the different ticket
classifications?

This variation in the hourly demand for buses on different routes calls for con-
sideration of further investigations into the factors that influence the hourly
demand for buses on different bus routes. As previously done for the total
demand, various combinations of factors can be used to explore the route
by route hourly demand. The factors can include the different ticket age
categories, the different days of the week, the weather seasons, whether it
is a working day or not and the time period. An unlimited number of fea-
ture mixtures can be done for exploration of the data but not all possible
combinations can be exhausted due to the time constraint.

4.3 Decision trees

This study uses decision trees to explore and model the hourly demand for
buses, the decision trees are a good tool at employing various features at once
to explore data. Therefore the route by route demand for buses is based on
different features that are explored further using decision trees. Decision
trees are elaborated in Chapter 3.

As an example to how decision trees can be used to explore data, route 102 is
used because it has the biggest number of travels in the dataset. Figure 4.16
shows only the first three levels of the decision tree because of the available
page space. Each node contains the average hourly bus demand before a
given split and the branches are labelled with the conditions of each split.
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In Figure 4.16, the peak hours are during 7:00am-9:00am,11:00am-2:00pm
and 3:00pm-6:00am. During the peak hours 31-dagars,Gymnasiebiljett and
enkelbljett ticket group are identified under the same category at node 3, they
have bus demand of 49 which is slightly different from the other two ticket
groups Grundskolebiljett,årsbiljett. As indicated from the data visualisation
in section 4, vuxen ticket age category has the biggest hourly demand of
72(node 15) travels compared to 7-19 år and familj ticket age category with
42 (node 14) hourly travels. The ticket groups 31-dagars Enkelbiljett and
Gymnasiebiljett are divided further at node 14. The explanation here is the
a sample of variables to be used are sampled at at each split form all the
variables.

Considering the split from 7-19 år and familj ticket age category, at node 6, it
can be seen that the Grundskolebiljett ticket group has the highest demand
of 14 travels on average with peaks of compared to 2 travels for årsbiljett
ticket age group.
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Figure 4.16: Decision tree for route 102

Since the developed tree is big with many more splits, more features are
considered for example the Month and Day of the week. This can be seen in
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Figure 4.17 which is a sub tree from the full decision tree, it is a continuation
from node 30 of Figure 4.16. The grey nodes are the end of the tree(terminal
nodes), it can be seen that Saturday is separated from the Sunday although
they both had similar demand patterns earlier in the data exploration(figure
4.7. This shows how decision trees can be used to identify different charac-
teristics in the data set in order to obtain a good average of the number of
travels according to the given variables.
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Figure 4.17: Sub Decision tree for route 102

In order to illustrate how decion trees different data subsets differently, an-
other bus route is considered. The first 4 levels of the decision tree for route
110 (Lundby/Universitet) is shown in Figure 4.18. Different from the deci-
sion tree for route 102 in Figure 4.16, variable ticket age category is used as
the initial splitting feature instead of hour. Still vuxen ticket age category
has the highest demand(39 at node 3) than that of 7-19 år and familj ticket
age categories(see Figure 4.3). These two subsets are further split into dif-
ferent groups according to the hour. Again, as in Figure 4.12, Vuxen has bus
demand peaks from 7:00am to 6:00pm while the 7-19 år and familj ticket age
categories have peaks from 7:00am.9:00am and 2:00pm-5:00pm. The further
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down the trees, considering more variables that are believed to affect the
demand for buses, the more precise the demand for buses can be computed.

TicketAg = 7−å,Fml

Hour = 6,9,10,11,12,13,17,18

TicketGr = 31−,Enk,Grn,Års

Hour = 6,10,11,18 Hour = 6,10,11,12,13,17,18
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Figure 4.18: Decision tree for route 110
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Chapter 5

Implimentation of Random
Forest

5.1 Comparison of decision tree and random
forest basic models

Before going further with construction and enhancement of a random forest,
its prediction performance is compared to that of a single tree. This is
done using a data mining GUI (Graphical User Interface) in R known as
Rattle (Williams, 2011). Rattle has a strength of quickly building multiple
models with ease and the same can be said when it comes to comparing
the performance of multiple models.The four steps followed in building and
comparison of random forest model to a single decision tree in Rattle were
as follows:

1. Divide the data set into train set and validation set using 70%-30%
model

2. Set the selected appropriate independent variables to the appropriate
format

3. Build a decision tree and a random forest model.

4. Do a validation of both models then use the Pseudo R-square to com-
pare and select the better model

The Pseudo R-square is a measure of accuracy that tries to mimic the R-
square and it is obtained by plotting the predicted values versus observed
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values. Two lines are fit, one is a linear fit to the actual points and the
second is a perfect fit assuming the predicted values were the same as actual
observations. The results of plot of the decision tree models are several
parallel lines because decision trees are classification models. On the other
hand, the distribution of predicted and observation values for random forest
models is like a line implying better performance.

The Pseudo R-square is computed as the square of the correlation between
the observed and predicted values Just as the R-squared, the value closer to
one is considered better (Williams, 2011). The results of Pseudo R-square
for both single trees and Random forest models of all the bus routes are
presented in table 5.1. For all the bus routes, Random forest models have
higher Pseudo R-square for the plot of predicted versus observed values, this
supports the preference of random forest to single trees when it comes to
modelling and prediction in this thesis. Random forest is therefore chosen
for further enhancement in order to improve its performance.

Table 5.1: Comparison between a single decison tree and Random Forest
model

Pseudo R-square
Route number Number of observations Tree Random forest
101 32625 0.7907 0.8398
102 35646 0.7911 0.8516
103 33709 0.7654 0.8137
104 31851 0.7385 0.7795
105 31000 0.7385 0.7936
106 26803 0.7169 0.7698
107 28998 0.7100 0.7237
108 28077 0.6790 0.7079
109 30535 0.7442 0.8031
110 13258 0.7075 0.7551
120 5259 0.5958 0.6291
121 5272 0.5518 0.6222
122 21600 0.5267 0.5905
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5.2 Deciding Number of trees in a random
Forest model

The optimal number of trees can be decided from the plots of progressive
error rates for the number of trees built in the random forests. The plots of
error rates versus the number of trees built for all the bus routes are presented
in figure... and the optimum number of trees for all of the random forests
is determined at the point when a little change in the error rate happens
when more trees are added to the random forest. The determined number
of trees is further used to enhance the basic random forest(Table 5.2). An
R package known as the randomForest is used to develop further models
and the performance for each model is evaluated by Roor Mean Square Log
Error (RMSLE) using 70%-30% data model and RMSLE with 10 fold cross
validation.

This thesis followed the following steps to build random forest using random-
Forest in R:

1. Input the appropriate data set for a given route

2. Use a for loop to carry out a 10-fold cross validation

3. For each fold, build a random forest model

4. Evaluate the random forest model: compute rmsle for each model

Table 5.2 also presents the RMSLE for 70%-30% Random Forest model and
10-fold cross validation Random Forest model. The 10-fold cross validation
RMSLE is higher than the 70%-30% model RMLSE for all the 13 bus routes.

5.3 Enhancement of random forest model by
removing a variable

This section gives details of how variable importance is used to enhance the
model using Variable importance. The performance for each model is also
evaluated by RMSLE using 70%-30% data model and RMSLE with 10 fold
cross validation. This will aid the comparison between the basic model and
the enhanced model based on variable importance.

Selection of features to be included in the random forest is important because
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Table 5.2: The optimum number of trees , RMSLE for the basic random
forest(70%-30% data model) and 10-fold cross validation RMSLE

Route number Number of trees RMSLE RMSLE 10-fold
101 300 0.4339 0.4912
102 300 0.4403 0.5123
103 300 0.4604 0.5285
104 300 0.4897 0.5520
105 300 0.5122 0.5906
106 200 0.4680 0.5200
107 400 0.4787 0.5432
108 300 0.4812 0.5434
109 300 0.4793 0.5585
110 300 0.5151 0.5337
120 100 0.5034 0.5443
121 200 0.3505 0.3851
122 300 0.4914 0.5398

some features can either provide the same information or even be redundant.
This thesis used the varImpPlot function in randomForest R package to ex-
amine the importance of the independent variables. Random forest measures
variable importance using two metrics; the %IncMSE and Node purity. %In-
cMSE measures the increase in the MSE due to change in variable value
while Node purity measures the difference between RSS before and after a
split on a variable.

The variable importance plots for all the routes are presented in the Ap-
pendix. The study drops the variable considered to be least important in
construction of the random forest of a given route provided it has a corre-
lation with another variable in the model. Table 5.3 presents the 10-fold
cross validation RMSLE and the RMSLE for the modified random forest af-
ter dropping the least important variable. This idea of removing the least
important variable only reduces the RMSLE and 10-fold RMSLE for random
forest model of routes 110 and 121.
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Table 5.3: Effect of feature selection

Route number Removed variable RMSLE RMSLE 10-fold
101 Time period 0.4352 0.4973
102 Time period 0.4421 0.5138
103 Day Name 0.4743 0.5426
104 Day Name 0.4899 0.5631
105 Day Name 0.5413 0.6036
106 Time period 0.4728 0.5253
107 Day Name 0.4876 0.5584
108 Day Name 0.4897 0.5569
109 Day Name 0.4970 0.5717
110 Working day 0.4750 0.5202
120 Working day 0.5041 0.5450
121 Working day 0.3457 0.3862
122 Day Name 0.4929 0.5452
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and
Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis employed a machine learning algorithm called Random Forest
to model the hourly demand for buses in Örebro county. Random forest
model combines historical usage patterns with information several features
like weather season, day of the week ticket age category, Ticket group, "Work-
ing" or "not working" day, and month. Model training was done for each of
the bus route. This thesis provides a motivation for using Random forest
over a single decision tree, reviews the existing/ related literature on mod-
elling demand for buses. Some literature on prediction and model selection
of machine learning algorithm is also included. Before building any models,
the data set is explored for interesting patterns using visualization tools like
box plots, bar graphs and decision trees.

A comparison between Random forest and a single decision tree using Pseudo
R-square provided motivation to use Random Forest. This agrees with exist-
ing literature that suggests that a single decision tree is prone to over fitting.
500 trees were used for each Random forest of a given route, this was later
reduced to the optimum number of trees to reduce computation time.

For the basic Random Forest models modified with the optimum number of
trees, the normal RMSLE(70%-30% train-test dataset) and the 10-fold cross
validation RMSLE were computed for further comparisons. The performance
of RMSE is better than the 10-fold cross validation RMSLE for the data set.
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Although 10-fold cross validation RMSLE has more information (90% of the
data as its training set and 10% as the data for validation) than the basic
RMSLE, it does not mean that it is better to consider during model selection
using this data set.

At a later stage of the study, the variable importance for the basic Random
forest was computed and ploted the %IncMSE and IncNodePurity. This was
helpful in determining which variable to eliminate from the model of a given
route. Dropping the variable that is considered to be least important does
not necessarily produce a lower RMSLE or 10-fold cross validation RMSLE.

6.2 Limitations

Although random forest performs better than a single decision tree, it needs
more computation time. Each model took an average of 15 minutes on a
16GHz computer, this was a lot of time considering the 13 routes. In addition
to that, the 10-fold cross validation RMLSE took days to run. From the
literature, there are several other factors that are useful in modelling the bus
demand but were not all included in the study. The data on these factors
could not be obtained in the given time period allocated to the study.

6.3 Contribution to Länstrafiken

The thesis does not only focus on model building and evaluation but also
identifies what variables from the available data set can be useful in modelling
the demand for buses. The visualisations done during data exploration model
enhancement provide some useful patterns. In terms of model enhancement,
the correlation between variables is important to put into consideration (for
example Month and weather season, "Working-day" and Day of the week).
Other enhancement techniques should be considered and tested.

Lesson1; From Table 5.3, route 121(USÖ/ Berglunda/ Slottet) is a typical
commuting bus route but random forest suggests that the variable working
day can be removed and even give better predictions of hourly demand

Lesson2; Whether it is a working day or not, the hourly demand for buses on
route 110 which passes via Lundby and the University is not affected. The
"working" or "non-working day" variable can be removed from modelling the
bus demand for this route.
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The final model can be used ot predict the hourly demand for buses along
a given route, in a given hour of the day and during a certain weather sea-
son(Table A.7). The illustration of predictions were done for normal working
Fridays, in January and winter, the rest of the variables vary as indicated.
It can be seen that in the night between 00:00am and 1:00am, route 110 has
the highest bus demand. This number of travellers is big compared to routes
like 107 and 104. Route 110 goes to Lundy from the university and back and
it being a Friday, it could be attributed to different parties and recreation,
this can be tip to Länstrafiken to plan accordingly.

Furthermore, during the time period 5:00am-6:00am, route 101( Mosås/
Lundby / Marieberg) has the most number of bus travels for those using
monthly tickets. This route can be used to access work areas like Mariebery,
Ikea and Elinganten. It goes with out notice that although route 121 is a
typical commuter bus route, the two bus travels during this time imply that,
the bus trips along this route and bus size from 5:00am-6:00am can be re-
vised accordingly. This is just an example of how hourly bus demand can be
predicted. The bigger picture is that any value of the variables used in mod-
elling can be input to obtain a prediction of hourly bus demand. Updating
the model can be done on a monthly basis because of the long run time.

6.4 Recommendation for future research

There is a wide range of other things that can be done when modelling the
demand for buses. In addition to what has been covered in this study, the
following can be considered for further research studies;

1. Study the hourly demand during the peak hours

2. For each route, consider the direction taken by a passenger, this in-
cludes taking note of the to and fro in the route name.

3. A single model can be consider with all the bus routes, this could utilize
the possible passenger transits behaviour

4. Add more independent variables to the model. More details on those
factors that affect the demand for buses, for example, wind speed,
temperature of the day, rain, snow, spatial factors(e.g geographical
location, existence of company, a variable for school days and shopping
centre) etc.

5. Try other enhancing technique than dropping of the least important
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variable by VarImp metric. Consider techniques like improving quality
of independent variables, log transformation of dependent variable and
feature selection

6. last but not least, compare the performance of random forest to other
machine learning tools. These include Gradient Boosting, bagging,
Ridge regression , Neural networks and Support vector Machines (SVM).
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Appendix A

Table Appendix

Table A.1: The allocation of weather season from annual cumulative week
numbers

Year Week Season
2015 1-11 Winter
2015 12-21 Spring
2015 22-37 Summer
2015 38-46 Autumn
2015 47-53 Winter
2016 1-12 Winter
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Table A.2: A description of the bus routes considered in the study

Route number Destination
101 Mosås/Lundby/Marieberg
102 Lundby/Brickebacken
103 Brickebacken/Nyponlunden
104 Adolfsberg/Mellringe
105 Adolfsberg/Hovsta
106 Hjärsta/Tybble
107 Lillån/Björkhaga
108 Bettorp/Björkhaga
109 Björkhaga/Universitet
110 Lundby/Universitetet
120 Resecentrum/Universitetet
121 USÖ/Berglunda/Slottet

122 Naturens hus/Wadköping
/Slottet/Törsjö
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Table A.3: Description of ticket groups

Ticket group description

Årsbiljett Yearly ticket (unlimited travels
during a 12 month period)

Enkelbiljett Single ticket (valid for unlimited travels with
the city buses during three hours)

Grundskolebiljett Elementary school ticket (for elementary school students, valid on
city buses M-F until 18:00. Not valid during school breaks)

Gymnasiebiljett
High school ticket (for high school students, valid on
city and county buses and local trains, M-F until 19:00.
Not valid during school breaks)

31-dagars Monthly ticket(unlimited travels during
a 31 day period)

Table A.4: Description of ticket age categories

Ticket age category Description

7-19 år Reduced fee until you are 20 years old,
free travels until you are 7 years old)

Vuxen Standard fee for passengers 20 years and
older

Familj Family ticket (not sure about the
details)

Table A.5: Description of the time periods

Time period description
Morgon 5:00 am to 8:00 am
Föremiddag 8:01 am to 11:00 am
Lunch 11:01 am to 1:00pm
Eftermiddag 1:01 pm to 5:00pm
Kväll 5:01 pm to 11:00pm
Natt 11:01 pm to 4:59 am
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Table A.6: Description of features in the target data set

Variable Data type Description

Year Number the trip year for example 2015
or 2016

Season categorical variable 1=winter, 2=Spring, 3=Summer,
4= Autumn,5=Ok?nd årstid

Month Number categorical variable The month of the trip i.e
1-12 for January to December

DayName categorical variable The day of the week. Monday to
Sunday

WorkingDay categorical variable No= not a working day,
Yes=working day

Hour categorical variable

The time hour when the trip was taken.
Values 0-23. e.g 0 for 00:00 am to 00:59 am,
1 for 1:00am to 1:59am, 23 for 11:00pm
to 11:59pm

TimePeriod categorical variable
Obtained from the Time stamp. 1=Morning,
2=Beforemidday,3=Lunch,4=Aftermidday,
5=Evenning,6=Night

RouteNumber Numeric

The route number. City traffic is generally
showed to the public without the first digit,
e.g. route 106 is route 6 for the public.
102 to 300

Ticket Group Character

A category derived from the ticket type.
E.g 31-dagars,Annat,Årsbiljett,Enkelbiljett,
Färdtjänst,Förköpt resa, Grundskolebiljett,Gymnasiebiljett,
Landstingsbiljett,N/A, NULL

TicketAgeCategory Character
A category for age derived from the
ticket type. E.g 7-19 år,Annat,Familj,
N/A,NULL,Vuxen

Total Numeric Number of travellers on the ticket
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Figure A.1: a) Plots of error rates versus number of trees
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Table A.7: Prediction of bus demand during winter, in January, Friday, a
normal working day and other variable inputs

Variable set Route Predictions
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 120 121 122

Time period=Night,
Hour=00:00am to 1:00am,
Ticket Group= 31-day ticket,
Ticket Age Category= Vuxen

8 7 8 3 3 7 2 6 2 34 8 6 5

Time period=Night,
Hour=00:00am to 1:00am,
Ticket Group= On demand ticket,
Ticket Age Category= 7-19 years

5 4 5 3 12 11 3 8 3 25 5 2 4

Time period=Night,
Hour=00:00am to 1:00am,
Ticket Group= On demand ticket,
Ticket Age Category= Vuxen

7 17 15 4 17 18 3 7 7 45 11 5 8

Time period=Morning,
Hour=5:00am to 6:00am,
Ticket Group=,31-day ticket,
Ticket Age Category= Vuxen

28 24 24 11 13 3 7 5 16 13 10 2 2
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Figure A.2: b) Plots of error rates versus number of trees
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Figure A.3: a) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.4: b) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.5: c) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.6: d) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.7: e) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.8: f) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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Figure A.9: g) Variable importance of Random Forest models
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